
Halloween Wall Hanging 
with Helen Coleman 

925-831-1728 
colemanhelen@pacbell.net 

 
Join Helen in making a 37” wall hanging. You can use the bright colors of 
Halloween or go with the pattern’s nature theme of birds or deer. Or, start early 
with a Christmas design! You will learn techniques for matching points, planning 
a complicated border, and general quilting techniques. 
 
Helen will be providing the pattern for this quilt when you get to class. 
 
 
Supplies: 
Sewing Machine in good working order (you should have general knowledge of 
your sewing machine)  
Standard foot  
¼ inch piecing/quilting foot  
Piping foot (optional if you want piping by border)  
Left edge topstitch foot (optional for machine stitched binding)  
Narrow hem foot (optional for hemming tabs for rods)  
Thread to match or complement fabric (bring most of the colors for different 
fabrics)  
Bobbin thread (wound before class)  
Rotary Cutter  
Ruler or 12- inch square for rotary cutting  
Travel mat with one side for cutting and one side for pressing (opt.)  
Travel iron  
Scissors or snips with sharp tip for cutting threads  
Pins  
Fabric clips  
Seam Ripper  
Piping Hot Binding Tool (or equivalent if you want piping around border)  
Twine or string for piping (5 yards) 
 
Fabric: 
 
I’ll give you the placement of each fabric piece so you can decide the color 
or design choice for each piece. 
 
A:  My spider web fabric for center piece and 4 inner corners. If you have 
fabric you want to fussy cut, make a paper pattern first so you can place it 
over your fabric for the perfect placement.  
B: Solid black 
C:  Orange 
D:  Yellow 
E:  Outer corners (I used black and embroidered spider web after 
completion) 
F:  4 diamonds in center of each border (skeletons in my sample) 
G:  16 small diamonds, 4 per side in outer border, may all be the same or 
different colors or fussy cut like mine.  If you are a beginner, or have trouble spatially, I highly recommend that 
you use solid colors.  I had to rip out several sides that I did wrong the first time! 
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Pre-Class Prep: Please cut your fabrics in the following dimensions before you come to class.  
Note: If you plan to embroider designs, you will need to do this before you come to class. 
 

Fabric Placement Cut size Number 
needed 

A Center square.  If you add an 
embroidery, make sure it is set on 
the diagonal 

10 ½” x 10 ½ “ 1 

A Inner triangles 10 ¾” x 10 ¾” square 
cut on the diagonal 
into 2 triangles 

2 squares = 
4 triangles 

B Border around center square 2 ½” x 10 ½” 4 

B Border around center square 2 7/8” squares cut on 
the diagonal into 2 
triangles 

6 squares = 
12 triangles 

B Background of outer border 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” square 16 

B Background of outer border 5 1/8” squares cut on 
the diagonal into 2 
triangles 

12 squares =  
24 triangles 

B Tabs to hang quilt from rod 2 ½” x 14” 1 

C Border around center square 2 ½” x 10 ½” 2 

C Border around center square 2 ½” squares 2 

C Border around center square 2 7/8” squares cut on 
the diagonal into 2 
triangles 

2 squares = 
4 triangles 

C Orange Border around large center 
diamond on outer border 

1” x 3 ¾” 8 

C Orange Border around large center 
diamond on outer border 

1” x 4 ¾” 8 

C Small (orange) border separating 
center from large outer border 

1 ¼” x wof* 4 

C  Binding 2 ½” x wof* 4 

D Border around center square 2 ½” x 12 ½” 2 

D Border around center square 2 7/8” squares cut on 
the diagonal into 2 
triangles 

2 squares = 
4 triangles 

D Borders on small outer diamonds 1” x 1 5/8” 32 

D Borders on small outer diamonds 1” x 2 5/8” 32 

G Small diamonds on each side of 
outer border (in my sample, fussy 
cut orange shapes) 

1 5/8” squares 16 

D Piping next to binding (optional) 1 ¼” x wof* 4 

E Outer triangles  13 ½” x 13 ½” square 
cut on the diagonal 
into 2 triangles 

2 squares= 
4 triangles 

F Diamonds on outer border  3 ¾” square 4 

Batting  39” x 39” 1 

Backing  39” x 39” 1 

 
*wof = Width of fabric 
 
Please bring all your leftover fabric with you in case I forgot to list a piece.  I think I got them all, but this was 
immensely difficult!! 


